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ESIPRO
A world-class
Computer Forensics Solution
Product developed for US Based client
By Softpal Technologies Pvt Ltd, Hyderabad

Revolutionizing
Electronic Discovery Process

Devised by
Legal Support Experts

Electronic Data Collection and Culling Solution
Specifically designed to Cull massive amounts of data
And to collect & export the text from
Electronically Stored Information (ESI)
to produce as Legal Evidence either to Acquit or Convict

Features of the Product
1. Data Collection & Processing
2. Information Management
3. Early Case Assessment
4. Identification & Preservation
5. Review & Analysis
6. Production & Report Generation
7. Key Advantages

1. Electronically Stored Data Collection & Processing
Features & Functions–


Leverages automation and best practices to collect an exhaustive data set



Methodically whittles down the data to an optimized review set that is
proportional to the matter



Highly-advanced technology to detect and assimilate complex files, cull
content, prep it for thorough analysis



Identifies and eliminates redundant identical files.



Searches emails content (MS Outlook pst, msg, eml)



Automatic unpacking of compound files like zip, rar and Z



Identifies purposefully / misleadingly renamed file extensions for most of
the well-known file types like .PDF, .PPT, .DOC, .BMP, .XLS, etc



OCR various well known image format single page TIF, multipage TIF, png,
bmp, jpeg files.



Powered by Conceptual Search



Transparent definition and assigning of Domain Concept, based on the user
definable keywords,



Explores files in multi-dimensions of hidden information by collecting
unseen metadata



Makes sense of unstructured data by Coding, Categorization and Foldering
based on user defined search results



Removes of known good files automatically



Extracts metadata spontaneously



Facilitates Early Case Assessment (ECA)

2. Information Management
Features & Functions


Provides an affordable and scalable framework from which Investigators can
quickly capture, search, retrieve and assess the information stored in
disparate formats and locations



Provides Audit Trail to validate steps taken in automated processing



Provides Detailed Reports on Collection Activities and Devices

3. Early Case Assessment
Features & Functions


Auto pre-screening “in the wild” for key issues appearing in network files and
metadata



Inventories of potential data matches, file count, volume, custodians, and innetwork paths



Metadata search to pinpoint date ranges, file types, authors, etc



Eliminates previously collected files from future data collections.



Finds out user defined keywords from content of files

4. Identification & Preservation
Features & Functions


Paths to custodians’ network data sources are recorded



Preserves audit information, hash values, and chain of custody data

5. Review & Analysis
Features & Functions


Auto tagging, coding and classification



Intuitive and easy to use

6. Production
Features & Functions


Automatic application of Document ID’s to the exported data set



Exports forensically sound copy of files to specified destination



Output in common production format



Load files for popular third party litigation and trial presentation software

7. Key Advantages
; Automatic handling for complex files
; Cost-effective as it minimizes costs associated with disclosing data
; Accelerates the process
; Streamlines the disclosure process
; Easily investigates, structures, captures, and discloses the information;
hence, saves time and cost
; Simplifies complex decision making processes
; Improves Investigative project collaboration
; Avoids expensive upgrades of proprietary databases and file systems in the
future.
; Leverages cutting edge technologies to reduce current and future
expenditures.
; Reduces need for human intervention
; Lessens chance for errors
; Minimizes interruptions
; Greater process control and defensibility
; Reports and logs to prove chain-of-custody
; Quickly assess the prevalence of keywords, issues and
potential liabilities within Data
; Assurance that everything is preserved and defensible
; Powerful tools ensure nothing can hide
; Streamlined review process
; Easy report generation
; Support for initial and incremental collections

